


Simplicity

A mesmerising collection featuring entwining organic forms with delicate florals. With a 

combination of blossoming trees, beautiful trail designs and nestled wildlife, there is the 

perfect paper for anyone looking to bring the beauty of the outdoors into their home. 

Fabric textures are combined with micas and metallic for a multi faceted and 

entrancing wallpaper collection, and with a calming and understated colour palette, 

Simplicity is the perfect four wall solution to your interior décor.  

All of our designs in Simplicity are printed on our special paste-the-wall paper for super 

fast decorating and fully strippable for when you fancy a change. 



Simplicity
With its shimmering metallic background, and 
abundance of blossom, birds and butterflies, this 
beautiful trail design echos Springtime nature and 
everything loved about the outdoors. Available in 2 
colourways, with subtle hints of colour to match with 
lots of décor accessories



104890 Simplicity Gold/Yellow 104891 Simplicity Pearl/Lilac



Meadow
With a subtle all over organic design, the 
Meadow design is the perfect choice for 
creating a calming and tranquil home. The 
delicate textured background brings a life-like 
quality to this design, and is a timeless choice 
for wall decor. Available in 4 charming 
colourways



104887 Meadow Natural

104886 Meadow Red 104888 Meadow Silver 104889 Meadow Duck Egg



Enchanted Trees
The majestic quality of the beautiful oak tree is 
perfectly translated in this design. With a subtly 
textured background and metallic tree motif, 
this design really is an enchanting feature for 
walls. Available in 2 classic colourways



104877 Enchanted Tree Rose Gold104876 Enchanted Tree Silver



Laos Trail
This captivating trail design with metallic and 
glitter highlights creates a 3 dimensional effect 
for a graceful statement. In 4 pretty 
colourways inspired by the colours of the 
seasons, there is a colour to match any interior 
scheme. 



104126 Laos Trail Grey

104125 Laos Trail White/Silver104124 Laos Trail Yellow104127 Laos Trail Duck Egg



Innocence
A beautiful ombre mica sweeps through this 
tranquil layered sprig design, underpinned by 
a delicate fabric effect. Available in 7 organic 
colours, perfect for a 4 wall solution.



33-275 Innocence White Mica33-274 Innocence Grey

33-270 Innocence Duck Egg

33-273 Innocence Mushroom

103174 Innocence Lilac

103175 Innocence Yellow33-271 Innocence Stone/Cream



Songbird
The songbird wallpaper brings together a soft 
and easy liveable palette with subtle glitter 
highlights. The design displays a trail of birds 
that looks equally as fantastic on all four walls 
or as a feature. Available in 2 delicate colour 
palettes



101842 Songbird Lilac101843 Songbird Duck Egg



Radiance
This delicate, oriental cherry blossom brings a 
flurry of subtle colour to the Simplicity collection. 
Calming lavender and playful ochre blossoms 
trail across a soft calico fabric texture for a 
timeless, tactile finish. Available in 3 timeless 
colour palettes.



33-285 Radiance Grey/Ochre

33-282 Radiance Lavender/White33-284 Radiance Natural



31-860 Calico Grey

31-861 Calico Stone

100249 SFE Calico Blue

Calico
A soft, natural fabric texture, perfect 

for adding simple warmth to walls or 

as a feature companion to the 

Radiance and innocence designs. 



Textile
The Textile wallpaper was inspired by the 

delicacy of a fabric weave. The woven 
effect is combined with a neutral palette that 

adds a stylish and cosy feel to any room.

33-037 Textile Beige33-038 Textile Grey



104873 Hessian Natural

104872 Hessian White

Hessian
No interior décor is complete without the addition of texture. In 2 

muted colourways, the Hessian textured wallpaper is the perfect 

choice for keeping a neutral colour palette while lifting the overall 

scheme of a rooms. This design is also ideal for accompanying 

feature wall designs in the simplicity collection.



104955 Molten Pale Gold

104956 Molten Rose Gold

104954 Molten Silver

Molten
Molten is the perfect wallpaper to accompany a 

design chosen for a feature wall. With a fine texture 

and all over metallic, this wallpaper evokes the dewy 

colours and shimmers of a sunrise. Available in 3 

metallic shades. 



Brand: Superfresco Easy

Designs: 7 New, 4 Recarries

Skus: 34 (20 new, 14 Recarries)

Pack Size: 6/9

Substrate: Non-woven

Price Code: EG, ES, EE

Book Price: £31.89            Currency: January 2018- January 2021

Simplicity


